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Is there a difference between a 'subject-specific' vocabulary and a 'less common' vocabulary? Let's take a closer look at these conditions. A specific topic for a specific vocabulary means only About The Subject. For example, if the question is about climate change, the word 'pollution' is a specific issue. A less common vocabulary to stick with the issue of climate change, I think you would agree that
'pollution' is a relatively common or easy word that most IELTS candidates would know. So, what words or phrases might be considered less common? Here are some suggestions: Burning fossil fuels and greenhouse gas emissions and carbon footprint makes carbon neutral renewable energy sources and these 'less common' expressions go deeper into the climate change issue (versus the word
'pollution') and prove that you know a wider range of relevant vocabulary. Note that the Less Common list above contains collections (groups of words) rather than individual 'large' words. If you're aiming for track 7 or higher, this is the kind of vocabulary you need: subject-specific mache and phrases. A student asked me to explain the difference between the writing style we use for IELTS
connections and the expected writing style in university assignments. Note: There may be a big difference between the writing styles that different university departments expect (e.g. scientific tasks will be very different from literary tasks), so the following advice is a general summary rather than an accurate list of rules. Here are four main differences: 1. Your ideas versus research when writing an
IELTS article, you are likely to use your ideas because you do not have access to other sources. A university mission, however, should be based on research, which means you'll need to read books and articles in a diary (or maybe experiment). 2. Your opinions and the use of personal pronouns and IELTS essay questions ask your opinions for example to what extent do you agree or disagree? It's
more like a high school question than a university-level question. At university, you're expected to write assignments based on research rather than opinion. For this reason, it is normal for lecturers to tell their students to avoid personal pronouns (me, you, us, mine). But IELTS is completely different in that respect. If you're asked to speak your mind, you can and should use phrases like I completely
agree, in my opinion and I believe that. 3. The length of individual articles and paragraphs is a clear one. You will not be asked to write such short articles at the university. The average assignment I wrote when I was an undergraduate and a master's degree was 3,000 words long. Similarly, you will not write introductions of two sentences or conclusions of a single sentence in a university
assignment; In this sense, IELTS connections follow their rules. 4. Language focus versus targeting issue is important to remember that the IELTS test is a language test. The examiners notice things. Two-sentence thesaes and sentences. University lecturers, however, are not looking for less common vocabulary or complex structures; They want to see how well you know your subject and how well
you can sedithe your research. .......... And what aspects of writing are the same? Both IELTS connections and university tasks need to respond fully to the given task, sentences and paragraphs should make sense, and your ideas should be developed consistently. You should also avoid informal language, cramps (e.g. no), and abbreviations. .......... Can you think of any other differences and
similarities? I'd like to share some advice I gave the student on my friend's website. Here's a conclusion the student wrote: In conclusion, I believe there is clearly a great tendency to buy a house instead of renting a house that is critically related to two valid reasons as discussed resulting in positive results for both owners and the industry. And here are my notes: You use too many Fill Phrases
(below). These phrases don't contain a 'vocabulary on the subject' at all, so they're not going to impress the quiz. I believe it is clear to say that there is a great tendency which is critically related to two valid reasons as discussed resulting in positive results if we look at the actual 'vocabulary of the subject' that you used, we see only this one phrase: buy a house instead of rent one ....... Here's the
conclusion I wrote for the same essay question: In conclusion, I fully understand people's desire to own their homes, and I see it as a positive ambition. .......... I hope you can see the problem I'm highlighting here. Many students think that filler phrases or 'any essay expressions' will help them get higher grades, but that's not true. Instead, I encourage you to focus on the subject's vocabulary and
clear communication. Today I make a difficult decision: I'm taking a break from this blog for a while. There are over 2800 lessons here on the blog, so there's a lot for you to read. My other IELTS resources are also still available. Read the following text and try the quick exercise below it. Primary care is trauma-based psychotherapy created by Arthur Yanov, who argues that neurosis is caused by the
repressed pain of childhood trauma. According to Yanov, repressed pain can be brought to a conscious awareness of the resolution through a re-experience of specific events and fully express the pain created during treatment. In therapy, the patient recalls and recreates a particularly disturbing past experience, usually from the beginning of life, and usually expresses repressed anger or frustration,
especially through spontaneous and unruly screams, hysteria or violence. Yanov criticizes talking therapies as they are primarily concerned with the cerebral cortex and higher-minded areas rather than accessing the source of emotional pain within the more basic Of the central nervous system. Initial treatment became very influential in a short period of time in the early 1970s, after the publication of
Yanov's first book, The Primal Scream. It has inspired hundreds of spin-off clinics around the world and has served as an inspiration to many popular cultural icons. Singer-songwriter John Lennon and actor James Earl Jones have been prominent advocates for primary care. However, it has since declined in popularity, in part because Shinov has not yielded enough evidence to convince research-
driven psychotherapists about its effectiveness. Are the following statements true, false or not given? During primary care, patients are advised to remember traumatic childhood events. Primary care patients must speak calmly with the practitioner. Primary care enjoys short days. Although it's less popular these days, many people still support this form of treatment. As I'm sure you know, we usually
assume the adjective before the Noun in English for example the red car instead of the red car. However, English is a crazy language, and rules are there to be broken! If you read yesterday's lesson (and click on this link), you may have seen the following examples of noun + adjective: someone important in a nice place the best room booked the only possible decision the worst choice imaginable
the person responsible remember: 'The rules' you find in an intermediate grammar book (or even 'advanced') are probably simplification. There are deeper levels to be discovered! There was an interesting discussion in comments below Wednesday's lesson on the phrase I can buy any product imaginable. Here's a summary of the questions in that discussion: 1) Why did I write a reliable sea product
instead of any imaginable product?2) Will every product imaginable also be true?3) Is there a difference in meaning between the two expressions? I will try to answer without going deep into grammar, but if you really like the grammatical side of things, have a look at this page (especially the part about the 'only possible decision' and 'worst choice imaginable'). The simple answer is that every product
imaginable sounds better to me as a native speaker. This expression is not my original work; I've probably heard or read it many times in similar contexts, so that's the instinctive expression to use. Note: There are 14,300 Google search results for this collection. While every product imaginable is also grammatically correct, it seems a little less natural to me. The emphasis is slightly different, and the
meaning cannot be understood in a slightly different way. Note: There are only 905 Google search results for this collocation. It's debatable. If I had to give you my opinion, I would say that a imaginable product could include products that don't exist today (e.g. a flying car), whereas my expression every product imaginable tends to refer to products that exist today. In the end, Google results and my
instinct as The speakerphone is probably your best guide. When used in plain English, every product imaginable is the typical collection. Let's take a look at a new topic: Describe a day you've enjoyed lately. You have to say-- where you went, who you went with, what you did that day, and why you enjoyed the day. Note: When we talk about a day off, it means you went somewhere for recreational
purposes. I wouldn't talk about anything work or study here. I read The Economist yesterday, and I noticed these sentences: America's total student debt, above $1.5trn, is larger than the national loan of most countries. It has grown since 2004, bypassing both credit card lending and car finance. I highlighted some useful features in both sentences: adding statistics between two commas using a
comparative at: larger than births (reference) using this quintupled object alias = five times increased override: You may be able to use this word when describing a comparison and contrast graph using both... I don't know if I can do this if you read articles in English, look for real examples of the types of description you might use for an IELTS task. After you have written a program, you must turn
your notes into full sentences. Let's try it using the paragraph plan below. PARAGRAPH PLAN: - High street stores are disappearing because of online stores.- Online shopping is faster, cheaper and more convenient.- People can sit at home, look for deals, get delivery the next day.- It's impossible for regular stores to compete with the choice range.- Personal example: Recent purchases on
Amazon. Full paragraph: In my opinion, high street stores are disappearing due to competition from online shopping sites, which are cheaper and more convenient. Web-based stores allow customers to search for the best deals, make purchases from the comfort of their homes, and receive delivery of the items purchased the next day. Furthermore, it is impossible for traditional brick-and-mortar
stores to compete with a variety of choice that can be found online. For example, I recently used the Amazon site to buy some fairly rare academic textbooks that weren't stocked at my local bookstore. As a customer, the fact that I can find any product imaginable online makes it almost pointless for me to make a trip to my local high street. Did you see the video lesson I posted here a few years
ago? (Don't click on the picture. click on the word 'here' in the sentence above it) Check it out and feel free to ask questions about the lesson in the comments area below. The next excerpt comes from the 3rd Test at Cambridge IELTS Book 10. The travel industry includes: hotels, motels and other types of accommodation; restaurants and other food services; Facility transportation services;
amusements, attractions and other recreational facilities; Gift shops and a large number of other factories. Since many of these businesses To serve local residents, the impact of spending by visitors can be easily ignored or underestimated. In addition, Mace (1992) notes that the tourism industry includes concepts that remain amorphistic for both analysts and decision makers. Furthermore, in all
countries this problem has made it difficult for the industry to develop any kind of reliable or reliable tourist information base in order to assess the contribution it makes to regional, national and global economies. Are the following two statements true, false or unansoever? Visitors' expenses are always greater than residents' expenses in tourist areas. It is easy to statistically show how tourism affects
individual economies. Another task: Can you explain the significance of the phrase the tourism industry involves concepts that remain amorphistic to both analysts and decision makers? I often hear from disappointed students that their grades have only improved by half a band. For example: I've been studying for 3 months but my grade only improved by 0.5. My answer is always this: you should be
happy! An improvement of half a band is great, and it shows you're on the right track. Remember: small, gradual improvements are signs on the road to success! All students learn to link ideas through words like however, moreover etc. Most students don't realize that this word is also a connecting word. Check out the following examples: Nowadays, people can use the Internet to work from home.
That way, people who don't have access to transportation can find employment. Most products are built to last only a short time, and this creates a throwing culture. A global economy means free trade between countries. It could strengthen political relations. This word refers to the sentence or idea that came before. This helps you link ideas and avoid returning. Native speakers and good writers use
this a lot, and the IELTS quiz will be impressed if you can use it. An IELTS teacher asked me the following questions: Should applicants be obligated to address all guidelines on the mark card? What happens if candidates ignore the guidelines but talk carefully about the issue anyway? And what happens if the candidate doesn't understand the question and talks about another issue? Here are the
answers I gave the teacher: I tell my students to use the guidelines because they help you build your answer. However, you can still get a very high score even if you don't refer to all the points for example if you talk well about the subject but miss the last point or two. I don't recommend completely ignoring the points, because there's a danger of you leaving the mission if you do that. If you don't
understand the question and give an unrelated answer, I'm afraid you'll get a very low score. The reason is that candidates could memorize a perfect answer if off-topic answers were allowed. Fill in the gaps in the following text using the words below it. If you All the gaps are hard, miss them and get back to them after making these easier. Immigration from the UK The number of people leaving the
UK for 12 months or more ______ _______ record ______ in 2008, _______ About 427,000 people emigrated. It's
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Especially
those who have a job set to move on to. In 2008, some 136,000 people emigrated from Britain to get a defined job, ______ _______ 100,000 in 2007. - In high-rise- up- arrived- with (x2)- a- compared- there were three things you should think about when planning a connection: how will you answer the question (your position/opinion) how you will structure your essay to convey your answer to the
ideas that you will include in your main paragraphs for example, let's make a connection plan to the question below. Many high street shops have gone out of business in recent years. Why do you think this happened? Is this a positive or negative development? 1. My answer to online shopping is the main reason. The trend is positive and negative. 2. Structure: Four paragraphs - view the subject,
and give a short answer to both questions - a main paragraph on online shopping - a main paragraph on the positive and negative effects - summarizes by summarizing the total answer 3. Ideas for main paragraphs Online shopping is faster, cheaper and more convenient. People can sit at home, look for the best deal, pay and get delivery the next day. It's impossible for stores to compete. Personal
example: Recent amazon purchases. Positive: A world of choice, a solution for busy people or those who can't leave home. Negatives: Rising unemployment, loss of community as high streets are abandoned. It's a good idea to do practice tests (e.g. using Cambridge IELTS books) in preparation for the listening test. Here are some tips to help you enjoy practicing practice tests: 1. Your score is not
the most important thing and the important thing is what you learned by taking the test. Were there any new words or phrases you could learn? What's hard for you? Did one of the questions deceive you? In other words, what do you need to do to improve your score? 2. See how accurate your answers are to be rigorous with yourself; Any grammatical error or spelling is important. For example, if the
speaker tells the library there is a collection of newspapers, you are not allowed to write a collection of newspapers. 3. Get into the habit of moving on if you've missed something, forget about it and move on. Always prepare for the next question and not worry about a previous question. When given 30 seconds to check your answers, use the time to look at the next section instead. Let's take a look
at some examples of paraphrase, using the text below. What is an elevator lot? Elevator plot is an overview of product, service, person, group, organization A project, and is often part of a fundraising, marketing, brand or public relations program. The name Elevator Plot reflects the idea that it will be possible to deliver a short but efficient presentation within the time span of an elevator ride from the
ground floor to the boardroom of the directors on the top floor of a building. An elevator plot is often used by an entrepreneur offering an idea to an investor to get funding. Venture capital investors often ask ventures to make an elevator offer to quickly rip off bad ideas and weak groups. Other uses include a job interview, dating and professional services. Suggestions for books, scripts, blogs and
other forms of publishing are often delivered via an elevator plot, which may be displayed in oral, written or video formats. Which words or phrases in a paragraph are similar to those below? A concise summary to get financial backing to eliminate the best kind of recommendation (positive feedback) is when a student tells me that he or she passed the IELTS test and no longer needs my help. For
example, here's a message I got earlier today from someone we didn't post from my friends website: It's a wonderful resource, Simon. I have to leave the membership as I was* my academic IELTS and have the required grades. Thanks for all the support! *Instead of saying I made it clear, it's better to say I passed the IELTS test. I studied French in school for seven years, and my teachers helped
me gain quite a lot of knowledge about the language. However, when I visited France I still felt like a beginner. I found it difficult to understand the local speakers, and I couldn't speak naturally; I had to build sentences in my head before I spoke, and I kept making mistakes. In short, I had knowledge but not much skill. Do you feel that way when you speak or write in English? Maybe it's time to stop
learning English and start practicing it as much as possible! Possible!
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